
List of questions on admission of new methods into the 
Network for Aquatic Bodywork 

 
 
The Network for Aquatic Bodywork NAKA (Netzwerk für Aquatische Körperarbeit) has decided to open 
itself up to alternative methods which have similar objectives. 
The aim is to achieve more advertising impact by acting together. 
 
It is already possible for anyone working as a therapist to become members of NAKA, to benefit, for 
example, from our exceptionally competitively priced liability insurance. 
 
What’s new is that we also introduce other methods on our association’s home page and publish lists 
of practitioners. This is potentially an interesting option for concepts which don’t have many 
practitioners yet in Switzerland, or whose practitioners are usually already organised in other 
professional associations (physiotherapists, midwives etc.). 
 
If you would like to find out if your method could work alongside ours, please refer to the list of 
questions below. All the questions are formulated so that a “yes” as the answer also means a ”yes” to 
the possibility of working together. All applications are checked by our group of method experts. 
Admission will be decided by our members at the annual general meeting, there is no general right to 
admission. 
 
 
 Yes No 
 
 

1.) Is your method practised in water?    
 

2.) Would it be correct to use the term “Bodywork” for your method?    
 

3.) Do you carry out perception training?    
 

4.) Are your practitioners engaged in promoting inner growth?    
 

5.) Is your method dedicated to tension equalisation or re-harmonisation?    
 

6.) Is there clearly defined compulsory training for your method?    
 

7.) Is the number of hours of training adequate for the demands of 
practising the method?    

 
8.) Can your method by distinguished from both forms of Aquatic Bodywork, 

 WATSU® (WasserShiatsu) und WATA® (WaterDance) by laymen?    
 

9.) Can your method be distinguished from sporting activities in water?    
 
 
 
 
If you come to the conclusion that there is more that connects us than divides us, please contact us at: 
office@naka.ch or NAKA 3000 Bern (by post: no further details, please). 


